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It is generally accepted that the inequalities between poor and rich nations result in great injustice,
and increasingly accepted that there are huge inequalities within the rich nations. Some people still
claim that these differences are due to genetic factors and many more think they are the inevitable
effect of market forces and globalisation. However, there is no scientific basis for either of these
opinions. Injustice, why social inequality still persists looks at what may be driving these
inequalities within rich nations, concentrating mainly on the United Kingdom, but including many
comparisons with other countries, especially in Europe, with the United States and with Japan.
The differences found today between life chances in different rich nations show that currently levels
of inequality in any one place cannot be inevitable. An historic perspective also shows that over
time inequalities can be reduced or increased. From 1918 to 1979 in the UK social and economic
UK inequalities steadily fell and since then have risen year on year.
This short account cannot go into the evidence that is presented in Injustice, but is a précis of its
main themes and claims. Principally: Injustice can be seen as the result of five social evils, namely
the effects of elitism, exclusion, prejudice, greed and despair. Underlying each social evil are views
which, when propagated, strengthen the harm done. These are views that most of us hold in small
measure, and we often think there is not much harm in them. However, when such views begin to
pervade society from top to bottom, the results can be extremely damaging to the fabric of our lives.

Distribution of income inequality, worldwide, 2000

Note: The X-axis shows daily and annual income in comparable (purchase power parity) dollars. This
axis uses a logarithmic scale, because, on a normal scale, it would have to be hundreds of times wider to
include most of the bands without narrowing the lowest.
The Y-axis shows the millions of people living in families supported by such incomes.
Source: Figures (in purchase power parity, US$) derived from estimates by Angus Maddison, from the
version produced in spreadsheets given in www.worldmapper.org based in turn on UNDP income
inequality estimates for each country.
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We used to say that most people don't know how the other half lives; in the UK that has changed.
Our society can no longer be meaningfully divided into two halves. Most of us have little
understanding of the lives in the tranche just above or below us, and those people have little
understanding of the tranches above and below them and so on. We live in different worlds. Most
people reading this book will find it difficult to believe that some people who have an income ten
times theirs, when asked, say that they are finding it difficult to manage financially.
We live in an increasingly hierarchical society. We talk about some people being way above and
others way below other people. And yet we are not that different from each other. This sham
hierarchy has been created by elitism, exclusion, prejudice, and greed. The end result is increasing
amounts of despair, not only among the poor, but also among groups like the children of
aspirational parents. If we want a content and happy society, we are currently going in the wrong
direction.
Direction is crucial. It is not what you have at the moment that makes people most happy, it is
whether you feel you are in a situation that is getting better or getting worse. Moreover this need not
be a question of getting better for some, but consequently worse for others. Many changes can be
better for almost everyone, others disastrous for society as a whole.

Elitism is efficient
In the richest, most unequal of countries in the world, pretence is most often made that only the
most able, on merit, have got to the top. However, most of those who do make it up there come
from affluent backgrounds. In contrast, people in poorer parts of the world today may easily be the
first in their family to have graduated from a secondary school. At the same time in the very poorest
of countries, many children still are not getting a full primary school education, let alone persevere
through what is considered in rich countries to be a basic education. University education in poor
countries is only for the very rich. In contrast, the affluent world is characterised by long-standing
and ever- improving compulsory primary and secondary education for all children, with rates of
university access rising almost continuously. Despite this, many young people are not presented as
well educated in most affluent nations, but as failing to reach official targets.

Households’ ability to get by on their income in Britain,
two decades before the crash, 1984–2004

Note: Respondents were asked:
‘Which of the (above) phrases comes
closest to your feelings about your
household’s income these days?’.
Chart excludes those who did not answer
that question..
Source: Derived from
ONS (2006) Social Trends (No 36),
London: Palgrave Macmillan,
table 5.15, p 78, and showing the mean of
1984, 1994 and 2004 surveys.
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Until very recently, too few children even in affluent countries were educated for any length of
time. All children are still at risk of being labelled as ‘inadequate’ despite the fact that the resources
are there to teach them. They are at risk of being told that they are simply not up to learning what
the world now demands of them. Almost all will fail at some hurdle, at some point, in an education
system where examination has become so dominant.
People are remarkably similar in ability. However, you can find a few people, especially in politics,
celebrity (now a field of work) or business, who appear to truly believe they are especially gifted,
that they are a gift to others who should be grateful for their talents and that those others should
reward them 'appropriately'. These people are just as much victims of elitism as those who are told
they are, in effect, congenitally stupid, fit for little but taking orders and performing menial toil,
despite having been required to spend over a decade in school. Under elitism education is less about
learning and more about dividing people, sorting out the supposed wheat from the chaff, and
conferring high status upon a minority.
It is the poorest who are still most clearly damaged by elitism, by the shame that comes with being
told that their ability borders on inadequacy, that there is something wrong with them because of
who they are, that they are poor because they lack the ability to be anything else.
Those that are elevated by elitism often lack respect for the people that the system tells them are
inferior, even to the point of thinking that many individuals in full employment do not deserve a
living wage, one high enough to maintain a normal standard of living. Increasing incomes to the
living wage enhances the quality of the work of employees, reduces absenteeism and improves
recruitment and retention of staff. How much better would the lives of the children of the poorest be
if their parents were not constantly stressed?
In contrast to the poor, the elevated feel they deserve huge salaries enabling them to afford things
that most people consider unnecessary, even silly, which deprives others of basic comforts and such
things as free education beyond secondary level. These gross disparities in income result in many
jobs amounting to little more than acting as servants to the better off, labour which could be
employed much more profitably in other more equitable ways. Furthermore there is a backlash to
lack of respect. Many of the very well paid are not respected nowadays precisely because people are
realizing that those above them don't deserve so much.

Exclusion is necessary
It has been estimated that in the UK, as 2015 draws to a close, ‘almost 7.1 million of the nation’s 13
million youngsters will be in homes with incomes judged to be less than the minimum necessary for
a decent standard of living. In contrast, relatively few people would describe themselves as poor
and needing to take out loans ‘just to get by’ in countries as diverse as Japan and the Netherlands,
whereas in Britain and the US, relative and now absolute rates of poverty have grown greatly in
recent decades, simply because inequality has grown.
Today, one in six of all households in the UK are excluded from social norms due to poverty, and
are poor in at least two out of three ways of assessing poverty. What now makes those households
poor are the effects of the riches of others. In the UK more people are imprisoned, when measured
both absolutely and relatively, than in any other country in Europe. In Sweden they have had to
close jails because of a lack of prisoners. However you need to look to the US to see how far a rich
country can go in excluding people totally. In 1940 ten times fewer people were locked up in jail in
the US as now, and 70 per cent of the two million now imprisoned there are black. What is now
seen as necessary in one country is viewed as incomprehensible in another.
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Prejudice is natural
Prejudice grows like mould, based on elitist myths in times of exclusion when some people preach
that inequalities are simply reflections of individual differences in ability. Racism, as it is applied to
people of different skin colours, or different nationalities or different religions, is easily recognised,
can easily be inflamed by stoking up fear and is often hard to quell because of segregation and a
lack of social mixing. In the UK, just as in the US, there is a sense of prejudice about the value of
those ‘beneath’ that is wider than racism. Those both at the top and at the bottom are less likely to
trust others, and more likely to become fearful in a society that so clearly values many people so
little. Racism rises in just these kinds of circumstances, and a wider form of racism – a new social
Darwinism – quietly spreads. Lack of respect for people seen as beneath you and as above you is
widespread, and the banker with his high salary and the cleaner with her low one are both despised.
It is the very fact that human societies can change in collective behaviour over extremely short
periods of time that suggests that our destinies are not in our genes. We can move in just a few
generations from being feudal or cooperative, to being competitive or totalitarian. We move within
lifetimes from seeing large groups of people persuaded to take part in wars and not resisting
conscription, to marching and singing for others’ rights. Prejudices rise and fall as people promote
them or teach against them. Prejudice is nurtured it does not rise unaided. One manifestation of
prejudice is that when great numbers are seen as less deserving, whether as slaves, paupers, or just
‘average’, a minority can describe their own behaviour not as greed, but as receiving higher rewards
because there are simply different kinds of human beings, and they themselves truly deserve to be
put on a pedestal above those whom they view with prejudice and look down on.

Share of all income received by the richest 1% in Britain, 1918–2010

Note: Lower line is the share of all income after tax has been deducted.
Source: Atkinson, A.B. (2003) ‘Top incomes in the United Kingdom over the twentieth century’,
Nuffield College Working Papers, Oxford
(http://www.nuff.ox.ac.uk/Economics/History/Paper43/43atkinson.pdf)
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Greed is good
By late 2014, chief executives of UK FTSE 100 firms were paid, on average, 342 times more than
their minimum wage employees. Their pay had risen by 243 per cent since the minimum wage was
introduced in 1999, three times faster than the percentage rise in the minimum wage, and by many
times more in just one year than many others can expect to receive in a lifetime of work.
Squalor in the 1940s was life in crowded damp accommodation with inadequate hygiene, no hot
running water, and often no inside toilet. By the late 1970s, in most rich countries, most of the least
hygienic dwellings had been converted or demolished, but a new form of squalor then arose. The
rich began to take a greater and greater share of living space, of land, ‘spare’ houses and anything
else not actually needed by themselves but seen as a good investment. Local life in poor areas
became downgraded despite the renewal of the worst housing.
‘The great and the good’ know that suggesting in public that greed is good is seen as immoral, and
do not openly say it. However the current extraordinarily high cost of housing, whether through
attempted home ownership or renting, is due to greed. What do the extremely wealthy do with spare
money? One thing they almost all do is invest in property, houses they do not actually need, but out
of which they hope to make yet more money. They do, and that money comes from all those new
massively indebted mortgagees and all those who are privately renting (with a big chunk being from
that special landlord benefit – housing benefit).
Another way for the rich to get their hands on other people's money is to fabricate need and to
encourage what is termed credit but is actually debts. Advertising is an industry that frequently aims
to make people feel unhappy or jealous until they possess the advertised products. Products are
frequently 'upgraded' so that what you bought last year can be presented as second-rate. Credit is a
way of extracting money from those that have less, not so much a trickle up effect, but a gushing
up, especially from the poorest of all when they have to resort to pay-day lending and similar
schemes.

Despair is inevitable
Human beings are not mentally immune to the effects of rising elitism, exclusion, prejudice and
greed. They react like rats in cages to having their social environments made progressively more
unpleasant. Part of the mechanism behind the worldwide rise in diseases of despair – depression and
anxiety – is the insecurity caused when particular forms of competition are enhanced. This is
happening to children in school as well as from the effects of the advertising industry in making
both adults, and especially children, feel inadequate. The powerful also have little immunity from
the effects of despair if they live in more unequal countries. The most detrimental damage to ill
health is found near the geographical hearts of the problem. However, the widest physical health
inequalities in rich countries are to be seen within the very centres of London and New York.
The human condition, our drive, our questioning, our angst and our concern, means that we cannot
always be happy, but learning to live better with each other is beginning to be seen as the key to
learning to live better within our own minds, to be happier or at least more at ease with ourselves.
Not making children and adults anxious, tearful, fearful and stressed in the first place is the best
place to start. By looking at different places and at different countries, and by noting the
extraordinarily rapid increase in despair in the UK and the US, it is apparent that the proportion of
desperately unhappy people is not currently so very high by some law of nature, but the result of
policies and attitudes that can be changed.
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Conclusion
The purpose of Injustice was to look at those attitudes and beliefs that increase inequality, at how
much people supported those beliefs and their validity.
Do not think what is happening now is normal. Beware people who say it is just human nature, that
situations are inevitable, that you just have to face up to reality, that there is no such thing as
society. Social attitudes are created by us and can change remarkably quickly. How many people
we lock up in prison and for how long is dependent on us, not on some preordained level of
wickedness in the world. We are surprised when a victim asks for any punishment to be lenient,
being magnanimous is currently the exception in the UK, we can more easily sympathise with the
victim who feels the punishment is not sufficiently harsh.
People say that the poor will always be with us, and claim that without the threat of poverty, large
numbers of people would be idle. They do not see unemployment as being due to, for many people,
a lack of worthwhile jobs, or that we no longer need everyone to work long hours. We do not see
those who insist they couldn't or won't do their jobs unless paid millions as the most reluctant to
work, as potential shirkers and the most successful scroungers.
Propaganda from the richest in society frequently results in us not recognising when policies
increase inequality. Tax cuts are seen as something that can only be beneficial. Shrinking the state
will reduce dependency, the most affluent and actually dependent on others claim. When we
clamour for a 2% pay rise, the better-off do not recognize this as a vote for increased inequality. A
£500 a year (or should I say 30p an hour) increase across the board is never even suggested, despite
the cost to the institution being similar, and anyone who is paid less than you is still paid less. But
attitudes can change and have done so dramatically, for better and for worse, in the recent past.
Many wait for a great leader, failing to realize that past great leaders were never more than the
product of their times; ordinary people pushed forward by the people around them and the society in
which they lived. My view is that no one can truly know what will be sufficient to change deeply
held and institutionally transmitted beliefs. Slowly, collectively, with one step back for every two
taken forward, we can inch onwards to progress; often having to gradually undo the largely
unintended consequences of the solutions to the injustices of the past.
Our current great injustices have in many ways arisen from the solutions to the great injustices of
the past, in the UK from the solutions to ignorance, want, idleness, squalor and disease in the 1940s.
Those solutions, right for their times, resulted in several decades of progress and a narrowing of the
divides. It can be done again. Everything it takes to defeat injustice lies in the mind. First we need
to see things as they are, not as a few with great wealth would have the rest of us believe. Then
what matters most is how we think, and how we think is metamorphosing because – everywhere –
there are signs of hope.

~
Injustice, why social inequality persists by Daniel Dorling was first published in 2010. It was
republished as a paperback in 2011 with the addition of a Foreword by Richard Wilkinson and Kate
Pickett and an Afterword and reprinted in 2013. It was fully revised and the figures and data
updated in 2015 and published as Injustice, why social inequality still persists by Danny Dorling
and is available from Policy Press, 1-9 Old Park Hill, Bristol BS2 8BB UK, www.policypress.co.uk
Full version of the figures shown here and all the original and updated figures are available at
www.dannydorling.org/books/injustice/
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The fractal nature of geographical divides, North/South, World,
Britain, London, 2012

Sources: UK divide: drawn by the author with help from John Pritchard and derived from many
sources. London divide: Assembly seats in 2012 (political control), from
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/politics/local-elections/9247664/London-Assemblyelections2012-results-map.html Global divide: Found on the Chinese version of Wikipedia by searching for
"north south divide". Other versions do not bend the lines as much to include islands.
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